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The water turned to wine is flowing from Your side, from Your cup into mine.
The work of human hands are growing from the branch, Your kingdom now at hand.
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Now the word made flesh is broken in the bread, let no one go unfed.
Now Your mysteries are what we taste and see, let everyone believe.
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All salvation for all, salvation.
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We're walking through the door You're opening for all. There's always room for more at Your table, Lord.
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And we're ready to receive the life You're offering. Salvation is a seat at Your table, Lord.
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One by one and step by step our hungry hearts come to be fed and
as we stand before Your throne You welcome all Your children home.

We're walking through the door You're opening for all. There's always room for more at Your table Lord.

And we're ready to receive the life You're offering. Salvation is a seat at Your table Lord.